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RIO Pasado &Western
By Bob Sobol. Photos by Bob Sobol and Dave Zamzow.

Chuck Hagemeister is the nicest fellow you will ever 
meet and one not prone to boast. Last month he 

shared with us the changes he has made on his Rio Pasado 
& Western layout. WOW! This tour was long overdue!

The Rio Pasado tells stories. Trains run well, powered by 
Lenz DCC, but if you judge the RP&W by train operation 
you miss the center of Chuck’s joy of model railroading. 
There are important slices of life here, so slow down and 

“visit for a while."

Don Benz keeps  trains running for Rick and Jim Inglis. Bob Sobol

Boiler waiting for pick up. Dave ZamzowEngine terminal. Dave Zamzow

Founding father. Bob SobolWork train. Bob Sobol
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The RPW has at least 6 mines, and 
this one is a beauty, with a lighted 
tunnel that goes deep into the moun-
tain, er, layout (it is easy to forget.)

Everywhere you look there are fi nely 
detailed structures and mini-scenes. 
Here Chuck compares notes with 
another of the club’s fi ne craftsmen 
beside downtown Pearl City (hint to 
you married men—Chuck is onto 
something here!)

Chuck holds a Lenz Set 01 DCC throt-
tle. Lower level tracks are already DCC 
powered, and the upper level conver-
sion is underway.

A lot of NCMRC members turned out 
for this tour. Those who didn’t missed  
a great one. Thank you, Chuck and 
Pearl! s

Beautifully executed mine and tunnel. Bob Sobol

Chuck Hagemeister and George Franke swap modeling ideas. Bob Sobol



The Ursen Mine 
Bob Sobol
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Goose! Bob Sobol

Every pickup tells a story, don’t it? Bob Sobol

A look at Murphey’s. Dave Zamzow

Vinegar works. Bob Sobol

Downtown Pearl City. Bob Sobol

Expanding the vinegar works. Bob Sobol




